Why is repetition such an
important musical device?

ENW: _________________ DOSBARTH: _____

OSTINATO
An ostinato is a short musical phrase that is repeated over and over during a
composition. It can be rhythmic e.g. something that you could clap, or melodic e.g.
something that you can sing. In rock and jazz music, an ostinato is usually known
as a ‘riff’, while in rap and dance music it is usually known as a ‘loop’.

TASK 1: “We Will Rock You”…
A song by the British rock band Queen features an example of a rhythmic
ostinato. It can be seen below:-

AIM: To improve ensemble performance skills
• Perform the ostinato as a class, as demonstrated by your teacher.
• Next, try to perform the ostinato, while singing the song lyrics below:
• In groups of 4-6 rehearse an ensemble performance of “WWRY”.

Buddy you're a boy make a big noise
Playing in the street, gonna be a big man some day
You got mud on your face, you big disgrace
Kickin' your can all over the place singin'
We will we will rock you

(X2)

Buddy you're a young man hard man
Shouting in the street, gonna take on the world some day
You got blood on your face, you big disgrace
Wavin' your banner all over the place
We will we will rock you

(X2)

Buddy you're an old man poor man
Pleading with your eyes, gonna make you some peace some day
You got mud on your face, you big disgrace
Somebody better put you back into your place
We will we will rock you

(X4)

TASK 2: PERFORMING SOME
WELL-KNOWN RIFFS
AIM: To improve solo performance skills
Below are a number of well-known melodic ostinato/riffs.
Practise performing them on the keyboard or on another
instrument approved by your teacher:

“Gangsta’s Paradise” by Coolio

“Another One Bites the Dust” by Queen

“Summer Nights” from the musical “Grease”

“Seven Nation Army” by The White Stripes

“Forget You” by Cee Lo Green

“Smoke on the Water” by Deep Purple

“7 Years” by Lukas Graham

“Bounce” by Calvin Harris

(Extension task on the next page)

“The Real Slim Shady” by Eminem

RIFF EXTENSION / MAT TASKS:
• Perform the riffs on the keyboard in octaves.
• Perform the riffs in time with a partner – remember that one of you must count in!

• Perform “Shape of You” or “Bounce” with both hands together on the keyboard, as
seen below. Use the “CCYD Music” channel on YouTube to help you (in the “Ostinato,
Riffs, Loops and Ground Bass” playlist).

“Shape of You” by Ed Sheeran

“Bounce” by Calvin Harris

TASK 2 – RIFF PERFORMANCE
PEER ASSESSMENT
AIM: To improve appraising skills through evaluating a solo performance
Swap booklets with one of your peers and assess each other on your ability to
perform as many of the riffs practised in class as possible, using the tick box
criteria below:
ASSESSED BY:____________________ DYDDIAD:___________________

Please



WWW as appropriate:

You can perform 1-2 riffs
fluently with limited mistakes

You can perform in time
with a partner/the class

You can perform 3-4 riffs
fluently with limited mistakes

You can perform some of
the riffs in octaves.

You can perform 5+ riffs
fluently with limited mistakes

You can perform “Shape of
You” with both hands
together on the keyboard.

You used a mixture of
fingers when performing on
the keyboard

You can perform “Bounce”
with both hands together
on the keyboard.

FEED FORWARD (EBI): How can you improve during future keyboard tasks?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

TASK 3 - Using Loops
(Riffs/Ostinato) in GarageBand
Most modern music is recorded and produced in a recording studio using sequencing
software like GarageBand. As well as being used as a recording and composition tool,
GarageBand also features a large sample library of pre-recorded loops/samples, which
you may use to create your own musical arrangements.

AIM: To improve audio sequencing skills using GarageBand.
Using the sample library in GarageBand, create a 32 bar arrangement that includes a
minimum of 4 different instrumental/vocal loops on a minimum of 4 different tracks.
Try to make your arrangement as musically interesting as possible by focusing on the
following 2 Musical Elements:
1.)

TEXTURE – The number of different
musical layers that you can hear at a
time i.e. thick /thin.

2.)

STRUCTURE – The way /order
your arrangement is put together.

TASK 3: GarageBand Loop Arrangement:
Self Assessment
DYDDIAD:______________________

Please



WWW as appropriate:

I have increased the number of bars to 32
I have used 4 or more “Apple Loops”
I have created 4 or more tracks
I have adjusted the volume of individual tracks
I have edited loops (resizing, cutting, pasting etc…) in my arrangement
I have varied the texture in my arrangement (e.g. staggered entries)

FEED FORWARD (EBI): How can you improve during future sequencing tasks?
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

GROUND BASS
Like an Ostinato, Riff and Loop, a Ground Bass is also a repeated pattern in
Music. The main difference is that it is always low in pitch, with a variety of
different melodies heard above it, often becoming more elaborate the more times
the Ground Bass is repeated.
The idea of using Ground Bass as a structure has been around since the 16th
century, however composers are still using it today. Perhaps the most well known
example of a Ground Bass piece of music is “Canon in D” by Pachelbel, which we
will be listening to a little later on in this unit.

TASK 4: PERFORMING “TIME LAPSE”
AIM: To improve keyboard and practise technique
using Growth Mindset.
The piece “Time Lapse” was composed by Michael Nyman for the soundtrack of
the film “A Zed and Two Noughts” in 1985. Before you learn how to perform it on
the keyboard, listen to the music and consider the following questions:
1.) How many times is each note of the ground bass played?
2.) How would you describe the tempo of the piece?
3.) What happens to the texture of the music throughout the extract?

TASK 4: Teacher Assessment

DYDDIAD:________________



Level

Description (WWW)

3
4

Perform the bass line of “Time Lapse” in your left hand
Perform the bass line of “Time Lapse in your left hand and Melody 1 in your
right hand (hands separately)
Perform the bass line and Melody 1 of “Time Lapse” with both hands
together at the same time.
Perform the bass line and Melodies 1 and 2 of “Time Lapse” with both
hands together at the same time.
Perform the bass line and Melodies 1, 2 and 3 of “Time Lapse” with both
hands together at the same time.
As Level 7 plus perform the extension pieces in the back of the booklet to
a high standard, with both hands together.

5
6
7
8

FEED FORWARD: In full sentences, write at least 2 WWW’s and 1 EBI
about your “Time Lapse” performance. Think about the keywords below:
Perform
Fluently

Melody
In-time

Bass Line

Keyboard

Right Hand

Practise

Left Hand

Accurately
Hands Together

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

TASK 5: GROUND BASS
COMPOSITION
AIM: To improve sequencing and melody writing skills
The notes/chords of the “Pachelbel’s Canon” Ground Bass ( in C major) are:

C

G

Am

Em

F

C

F

G

• Record the bass line/chords of “Pachelbel’s Canon” into GarageBand using
either the Smart Guitar, Virtual Keyboard or Audio Recorder.
• Remember to count 4 beats of the metronome on each note/chord.
• Once you are happy with your Ground Bass recording, remember that you
can loop it or copy and paste it over and over again.
• Next, create a new track (new instrument) for either the Virtual Keyboard
or Audio Recorder.
• Compose your own melody above the Ground Bass using any of the white
notes of the keyboard (using either the virtual keyboard or the audio
recorder).
• You could begin by improvising and then once happy with an idea, record it
into GarageBand.
• Next, compose a second, contrasting melody to fit over the Ground Bass.

EXTENSION TASK (MAT):
Compose and record your own original 8 bar Ground Bass into
Garage Band and then record 2 contrasting melodies above it.

TASK 5: Ground Bass Composition
Teacher Assessment:
Success Criteria:



Level

Description (WWW)

3

Compose a simple 8-bar melody over the Ground Bass of “Pachelbel’s
Canon” using the white notes on the virtual keyboard C, D ,E, F, G, A, B.
Compose a simple 8 bar melody over the Ground Bass of “Pachelbel’s Canon”
(using the white notes on the keyboard C, D ,E, F, G, A, B) that
demonstrates musical shape and some rhythmical interest.
Compose 2 contrasting 8 bar melodies over the Ground Bass of “Pachelbel’s
Canon” (using the white notes of the keyboard), which demonstrate a clear
musical shape and are rhythmically pleasing.
As Level 5, but where 2 or more of the melodies that you composed
harmonise with each other (sound nice) when played simultaneously.
Compose your own 8 bar Ground Bass pattern and record it into
GarageBand. Compose 2 contrasting melodies above it, which sustain and
develop musical ideas.
Extend your own 8 bar Ground Bass pattern to form a 32 bar composition,
using copy and paste. Compose 4 contrasting melodies above it, which
demonstrate a high level of understanding of the musical elements.

4

5

6
7

8

FEED FORWARD: In full sentences, write at least 2 WWW’s and 1 EBI
about your Ground Bass composition. Use the keywords below to help you:
Ground Bass

Chords

Accompaniment
Stepwise

Composed
Bars

Metronome

Harmony
In-time

Melody

Rhythm

Repetition
Virtual Keyboard

Recorded
Track
Smart Guitar

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

UNIT SUCCESS CRITERIA
PERFORMING

(The criteria will be amended should
an alternative instrument be used)

Level

Description

3
4

Perform the bass line of “Time Lapse” in your left hand
Perform the bass line of “Time Lapse in your left hand and Melody 1 in your right
hand (hands separately)
Perform the bass line and Melody 1 of “Time Lapse” with both hands together at
the same time.
Perform the bass line and Melodies 1 and 2 of “Time Lapse” with both hands
together at the same time.
Perform the bass line and Melodies 1, 2 and 3 of “Time Lapse” with both hands
together at the same time.
As Level 7 plus perform the extension pieces in the back of the booklet to a high
standard, with both hands together.

5
6
7
8

COMPOSING
3
4

5

6
7
8

Compose a simple 8-bar melody over the Ground Bass of “Pachelbel’s Canon” using
the white notes on the virtual keyboard C, D ,E, F, G, A, B.
Compose a simple 8 bar melody over the Ground Bass of “Pachelbel’s Canon” (using
the white notes on the keyboard C, D ,E, F, G, A, B) that demonstrates musical
shape and some rhythmical interest.
Compose 2 contrasting 8 bar melodies over the Ground Bass of “Pachelbel’s
Canon” (using the white notes of the keyboard), which demonstrate a clear
musical shape and are rhythmically pleasing.
As Level 5, but where 2 or more of the melodies that you composed harmonise
with each other (sound nice) when played simultaneously.
Compose your own 8 bar Ground Bass pattern and record it into GarageBand.
Compose 2 contrasting melodies above it, which sustain and develop musical ideas.
Extend your own 8 bar Ground Bass pattern to form a 32 bar composition, using
copy and paste. Compose 4 contrasting melodies above it, which demonstrate a
high level of understanding of the musical elements.

APPRAISING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

You can recognise 1 or more musical elements in a listening task.
You can describe how 1 or more musical elements are used in a listening task.
You can discuss how effectively 2 or more elements are used in a listening task.
You can describe, compare and evaluate different kinds of music, with reference
to the musical elements.
You can recognise the main characteristics of and evaluate different kinds of
music, with reference to the musical elements.
You can recognise the distinguishing characteristics of and evaluate different
kinds of music, with reference to the musical elements.
You can identify the distinguishing characteristics of different kinds of music,
making critical judgments, with reference to the musical elements.

MTL: _____

OVERALL LEVEL FOR THIS UNIT: _____

